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~r~_-rIJe:~-.'
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distribution of poles of the best approximants are described in the case when 1 <
p ~ 00 and the measure JL with support E = [a, b] satisfies the Szego conditionI b log(dJL/dx) dx > -00.

"./(x-a)(b-x) -

~

1. Introduction

~

Let G denote the open unit disk with center at zero in the complex plane C, and1et

r denote its boundary. Our goal is to investigate problems of best meromorphic
approximation on r to Markov functions of the form .

I 1 df.L(x) !(z) = ;;:::: -, (1.1)

£.1' Z E Z -x

where f.L is a positive Borel measure with support supp f.L = E C (-1,1). The

approximating meromorphic functions are assumed to belong to the class

M".p = {~: P E Hp(G), Q a polynomial, deg ~ n} ,

where Hp(G) denotes the p-norm Hardy space of analytic functions on G,

1 ~p~oo,andn=O,1,2, With ~",p denoting the error in best Lp(r) approximation from M",p to the

Markov function f, we show in Sections 1.5 and 1.6 that there is a fundamental

connection between ~",p and the Kolmogorov, Gel'fand. and linear n-widths in
L2 (.u, E) of the restriction to E of the unit ball of H2q( G), where 1/ p + 1/ q = 1.

We remark that n-widths are important in approximation theory since they enable

one to obtain best or near-best methods of approximation and interpolation as

well as to estimate the errors in these methods (see, e.g., Fisher and Micchelli

[18], Fisher [19], Fisher and Stessin [20]). In connection with n-widths we also

mention the papers of Levin and Saff [32], and Parfenov [37]-[40] relating to an
investigation of Szego-type asymptotics for minimal Blaschke products.

For the special case when p = 00, there is a well-known connection between

the best meromorphic approximation problem and the theory of Hankel operators,

which is provided by the so-called AAK theory [2], [3]. In Section 1.5 we further

describe the relationship between the Hankel operator with symbol f and the

embedding operator of H2(G) into L2(f.L, E).
Section 2 presents more formulas involving the best al'proximation error as

well as the orthogonality properties inherent to this approximation problem.
In the case when 1 ~ p ~ 00, the rgeasure f.L has support E = [a, b] and

satisfies the Szego conditionI b .log(df.Lldx)
d" x > -00,

a ~(x -a)(b- x)

1.2.

,~i~;f~~i~::.~

~.~~f~~:~:~
f:~!;;f~j~j~~~~~:;-

':~.~J?~T.L:;:;;~:f!'.~'::;:;:;':;:~:'fi:;~ 

::;~C;)J:;:~~~2~:;:;,~:7."'~!~~'C;"""
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1.1. Overview
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~ case when 1 <

:ego condition
we give in Theorem 4 of Section 3 the precise rate of decrease (as n-+ 00) of the
best approximation errors ~n.p. Moreover, for 1 < P:5 00, we find the limiting

distribution of the poles of the best approrimants (cf. (3.11) in Section 3), and in
Theorem 6 of Section 3 we describe the region and pointwise rate of convergence
of these approximants. The proofs of Theorems 4 and 6 are given, respectively, in

Sections 5 and 6. The methods used ~ based on an investigation of S~eg6'-type

asymptotics for orthogonal polynomials with varying weight functions. In this
connection we appeal to results ofTotik [48] and Stahl [46].

Problems concerning the best uniform rational approximation6f Markov func-
tions were studied by Gonchar [24] and W.Barrett [14]. One of the basic re-
sults relating to the convergence of Fade approximants is the classical theorem
of Markov {see [35], [5]). Convergence questions for multipoint Fade approxi-
mants for Markov functions were considered by Gonchar and Lopez [25], Totik

[48], Stahl and Totik [47]. We also mention the papers ofD. Braess[15] and J.-
E. Andersson [4] relating to the case when the Markov function is approximated

by meromorphic functions. The results of the latter paper playa useful role in
our present investigation (see Section 1.6). Questions of approximation of Markov

functions in the space L2 (r) by rational functions were investigated by Baratchart,
Stahl, and Wielonsky [1l]~ [12], [13].

~X plane C, and let
Jest meromorphic

(1.1)

? C (-1,1). The
) the class

:n} ,

functions on G, 1.2. Motivation

rom M",p to the
is a fundamental
near n-widths in
: l/p+l/q = I.

,ince they enable

interpolation as
~r and Micchelli

I-widths we also
~O] relating to an
"oducts.
aection between

[ankeloperators,
'n 1.5 we further
mbol f and the

In this section, we describe some motivation for our results that pertain to compu-

tational problems in control.

First of all, analytic approximation in the uniform norm on the unit circle or the

imaginary axis, whose link to spectral properties of Hankel operators was initially
stressed in [36], has become a cornerstone of robust control design, ever since the
connection with norm minimization of transfer functions under. output feedback
was recognized in [52], see, for instance, [21], [17] for a comprehensive account.

Shortly after, the remarkable generalization of the Nehari theory to meromorphic
approximation, known as AAK theory [3], became a popular method for model
reduction in control design as it provided a suboptimal but easy method for 1Jniform
rational approximation on the circle or. on the line. Indeed, the required spectral

decomposition of the Hankel operator was nicely constructive, at least for rational
functions, and the seminal work in [23] made it possible to bound the distance
to the optimal error when tI11ncation of the analytic part of a bestmeromorphic

approXimant was used to obtain a rational function which is analytic at infinity
(this last requirement being essential for control purposes).

.Meanwhile, rational approximation on the circle or. the lirle,in the (usually
weighted) L 2-norm has been the traditional setting for. identification of linear

control systems, mean square criteria being here induced by the minlm1zation of
the variance of the error in a stochastic context, see, for. instance, [27], [33].

The difficulty is to relate these two types of approXimation. and the fact that
estimates of the Fourier coefficients, when corrupted by noise, yield very poor

imation error as
Q problem.
E = [a,b] and
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We cauti(
common def

Loocr) is

Hp(G), 1

Hp(G) asa:
functions in

Lp(J.L, E:
norm

.:i~~.~~~~~t;~J.~¥~: 

I

:~:.':. :~i::-:."." I..

;};,!i~:~~:~f~~.;~:~:..t 1.4.

Let X be a
subset of X

The Koh

bounds via [23], is largely responsible for alniost separate algorithmic develop-
ments between identification and design in the field of control.

Now, meromorphic approximation in LP of the circle, or of the line, stresses a
continuous link between AAK theory, when p='oo, and L 2 best meromorphic
approximation which is in fact equivalent to L 2 best rational approximation by

the orthogonality between the Hardy space of the disk and its shifted conjugate.
Moreover, this link is continuous with respect top in a natural sense [10], [43].
Therefore, the effort made in the present paper to compare these approximants can
be regarded as an attempt to ~ the identification and the design point of view.
Of course, the only results available so far concern Markov functions, and in the
scalar (i.e., nonmatrix) case only. However, Markov functions have an interesting
system-theoretic status as 'transfer functions of so-called relaxation systems [51],
[16], and the authors believe that the present study lays ground for more generalclasses of functions. .

It is of course natural to ask whether computing error rates, as is done in the

present paper, are helpful to solve constructively approximation problems. One
obvious answer is that it allows one to decide if a given procedure is far from
being optimal. There is yet another answer which is less obvious, namely, that the
regularity of the decay of the error is deeply linked with uniqueness of a critical
point in rational and meromorphicapproximation, and such uniqueness issues are
themselves the key to convergence properties of a numerical search, see [9]., [12].,
[10] and also [6] for a general discussion.

In another connection, let us finally mention that meromorphic approximation
was recently proposed in [7], [34] as a tool to approach some inverse problems
for the two-dimensional Laplacian such as "crack detection." Roughly speaking,
computing a meromorphic approximant to the complexified solution of a Dirichlet-
Neuman problem on the outer boundary of a plane domain raises the question as
to whether the poles of the approximant give information on the singular set of the
solution, namely, the unknown boundary (i.e., the crack). The answer is "yes" under
appropriate regularity assumptions on the crack, and determining the asymptotic
distribution of these poles, as is done here in the case of Markov functions, becomes

crucial in this respect.

where Xn i~
The Gel

where X-n
The line.

..,~,~;§?;gi~r":1
whereK:
more derail

The rest

centra11y s}
the set A2q
S tessin thaI

1.3 Notation

:.:~;:::;;;;;I~ !
d" (A2q' ,

Let E be a compact set. let E C (-1, 1), and let ,u be a, finite positive Borel
measure with the support supp,u= E. We assume that E cont,ains infinitely many
points. Let 1 ~ p ~ 00 and 1/ p + l/q = 1, and let n be a positive integer.

Here and in what follows we adopt to the following notation:.
Lp(r), 1 ~ p < 00, is the Lebesgue space of functions cp measurable on r

such that
) lip In the nt

of best mer(1.2)11~lIp = < 00.
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We caution the reader that the nonn in (1.2) is slightly different from the more
common definition since it does not include the factor 1/2Jr before the integral.

L~ (r) is the space- of essentially bounded functions, With the norm

Ir almost separate algorithmic develop-
a the field of control.
':,P of the circle, or of the line, stresses a
.1en p = 00, and L 2 best mero-riiorphic
t to L 2 best rational approximation by

~e of the disk and its shifted conjugate.
spect to p in a natural sense (10], (43].
aper to compare these approximants can
ntification and the design point of view.
II concern Markov functions, and in the
~r, Markov functions have an interesting
ms of so-called relaxation systems (51],
;ent study lays ground for more general

IIfPlloo = esssuplfP('r;)I.
r

Hp(G).l :5 p :5 00. is the Hardy space of analytic functions on G. We regard
Hp(G) as a subspace of Lp(r), with norm (1.2) applied to the boundary values of
functions in Hp(G).

Lp(j.I., E), 1 :5 p < 00, is the Lebesgue space of functions on E, with the
norm

IIp

L Irp(x)IP dJ.L(x) rp E Lp(J.I., E).IIcpllp,J1. =

computing error rates, as is done in the
C"Uctively approximation problems. One
iecide if a given procedure is far from
r which is less obvious, namely, that the
ply linked with uniqueness of a critical
imation, and such uniqueness issues are
ties of a numerical search, see [9], [12],

N -Widths

..4.

Let X be a Banach space and let A be a convex, compact, centrally symmetric
subset of X.

The Kolmogorov n-width of A in X is defined as follows:

~ntion that meromorphic approx.imation
'Jol to approach some inverse problems
LS "crack detection:' Roughly speaking,
the complexified solution of a Dirichlet-
)f a plane domain raises the question as
lye infomlation on the singular set of the
! .e., the crack). The answer is "yes" under
~ crack, and determining the asymptotic
n the case of Markov functions, becomes

dn(A, X) := infsup inf IIrp -811.
X~ 'PEA gEX.

where Xn is an arbitrary n-dimensional subspace of X.
The Gel'fand n-width of A in X is given by

d"(A, X) := inf sup Ilxli.
x-. creX_.I\A

where X-II nms over all subspaces of X of codimension n.
The linear n-width of A in X is defined by

On (A. X) := infsup 11<p -K<pll
K 'PEA

where K: X -+- X varies over all linear operators of rank n (see [41], [42] for

more details about n-widths).
The restriction to E of the closed unit ball of H2q (G) forms a compact, convex.

centrally symmetric subset A2q of L2(J.L, E). It is possible to determine the size of
the set A2q as meas~d by its n-width. It'follows from paper [20] of Fisher and
Stessin that .

1), and let J.L be a finite positive Borel
~ assume that E contains infinitely many
: l, and let 11 be a positive integer.

the following notation:
: space of functions <p measurable on r

d,,(A2q' L2(J.L, E)) = d"(A2q' L2(J.L, E)) =' b',,(A2q' L2(J.L, E))

= ii1f sup{II'PII2.iJ.: 'P E A2q and 'P(z/c) = 0, k = 1, ..., n}. (1.3)
(ZI z..)cG

In the next two sections we shall see how these n-widths are related to the rate
of best meromorphic approximation to Markov functions.

lip

(1.2)< 00.

~
.' : ,- ~ ~-- -c , -
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1.5 Connection with Hankel Operators
Theorem 1. For the Markovfu
Borel measure with E = supp 11
there holds

The deviation ofjin Lp(r), 1 ~ p ~ oo,fromtheclassM",p(G) will be denoted
by Ll",p:

~/I.P ~1t.p(f;G} = (1.4)

where II .lip is the noml in Lp(P).
For the case when p = 00, there is a conne~tion between the extremal problem

(1.4) and results from the theory_of Hankel operators. This connection was first
explored in papers by Adamyan, Arov, and Kre'in [2], [3] (see also [44]) and is
known as the AAK method. To describe it, we first write the space L2 (r) as the
direct sum

where At and J denote, respect
operators defined in (1.5) and (1.'

Consequently,forn = 0, 1, ..

t:.".~(f; G) = s,,{AJ
"c- --~ --_=d~(A:

where A2 is the restriction to L2(.LL2(r) = H2(G) e H2 (G),

where Hf(G) is the orthogonal complement of H2(G) in L2(r), and H2(G) is
regarded as a subspace of L2 (r). For f continuous on r, the Hankel operator
At: H2(G) -+- Hf(G) is defined by

Proof We establish (1.10) by dt
the two operators appearing in (1

For the adjoint operator Ai: J.

P +(fh)(z) =Aj (h) (z)

where h E Hf(G) andP + denote
Furthermore, for g E H2(G), we

Af(g) = P -(fg), (1.5)

where P -is the orthogonal projection ofL2(f) onto H2.L(G). An essential role is
played by the singular numbers of this compact operator.

In general, if X and Y are Hilbert spaces and A: X ~ Y is a compact linear
operator, then the nth singular number s" = s,,(A) is defined by

s,,(A) = infllA -KII, (1.6)
y

Af(g)(,;:) = P -(fg)(,;:

where the infimum is taken over all linear operators K: X -+ Y having rank at most
n. Here II .II denotes the norm of the corresponding linear operator. Equivalently,
s" is given by

which, on substituting the integr:

Af(g)(g) = - 1
2Jri J

1
2Jri J

1
2Jri ,I

=

=

where in the last step we used
implies that Af(g) has an analyl
we deduce that for g E H2(G) aJ

s,,(A) = inf IjAIL II, (1.7)X-. .
where X-" rons over all subspaces of X of codimension n (see, e.g., [50, Theo-
rem 7.7]). Moreover, the sequence {s,,(A)}, n = 0,1,2,..., coincides with the
sequence of eigenvalues of the operator (A. A) 1/2, where A.: Y -+ X is the adjoint
ofA.

With the above notation, the AAK theorem asserts thatforf e c(r), we have

D..",OJ(f; G) = s,,(Af). n = 0, 1,2, (1.8)

For Markov functions f of the form (1.1), the singular numbers s,,(Af) turn
out to be related to the singular numbers of the embedding operator J: H2 (G) -+
L2 (JL, E) defined by the restriction

1
(AjAf) (g) (z) = 2:;i"i~

1 [-1
= 2:;i" Jr ,27ri

4~2ll ~

(1.9) ,J(rp) = rpiE.

where E = supp tL. This relationship is described in the following result. -

"-"";:--:'::"'-7:

;- """,-,,,
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the class Mil, p (G) will be denoted

:(G) 11/- hllp, (1.4) AjAf = (J- J)2, (1.10)
where Af and J denote, respectively, the Hankel operator and the embedding

operators defined in (1.5) and (1.9).
Consequently,for n = 0, 1, ...,

ion between the extremal problem
'erators. This connection was first
oem [2], [3] (see also [44]) and is
first write the space L2 (r) as the

Ll".~(f; G) = s,,(Af) =S,,(J)2 = d"(A2. L2(J.L, E»2
2 2= d,,(A2. L2(J.L, E» = o,,(A2, L2(J.L, E» ,

where A2 is the restriction to L2(J.L. E) of the unit ball in H2(G).
(1.11)

l2.LCG).

.f H2CG) in L2Cf). and H2CG) is

luaus on f. the Hankel operator Proof We establish (1.10) by deriving and then comparing integral formulas for
.the two operators appearing in (1.10).

For the adjoint operator Ai: Hz.L(G) -+- Hz (G) it is easily verified that

Aj (h) (z) = P+Uh)(z) = ~ r ~~illd~
2Jrz Jr ~ -z ' III < I, (1.12)

onto H2.L(G). An essential role is

operator.
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(II. (1.6)

'sK: X ~ Yhavingrankatmost
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:¥.
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(1.9)
in the following result.
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luchy residue theorem from

-:;~ir
-df.L(x) df.L(y) ,
)

he adjoint J*: L2(.LL, E) -+

'e for 1/1 E L2(J1.t E):

~

III < 1.

~

d.u(Y). (1.15)

~

, the right-hand side of(1.14).

(tions.)
n that it is a general fact (cf.
ar operator mapping a Hilbert
in X, then the Kolmogorov n-
l)st eigenvalue of LL -.From
..-have the same eigenvalues.
bservations along with (1.3),

0

~~~~~

actions that do not reduce to
: simple, that is,

(1.16)G).

~

,

~
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.

Fmally, we mention that when the measure J.L has support E = [a, b]c (-1, 1)

and satisfies the Szego condition on E, then the special case jJ = 00 of Theorem 4

in Section 3 describes the asymptotic behavior (as n -+ 00) of the sing:ular values
, 0

s/l(Af).

-,

, .
1.6. ACorollaryofaResultofAndersson .:.. ;~

For any nonnegative integer n, denote by B/I the collection of Blaschke products
of the form '

nZ-f;jB(z) = 11 -, f;j E G.

j=ll-f;jZ

For the general case when 1 ~ P ~ 00, the starting point for our investigation

of the beSt meromorphic approximation problem (1.4) for Markov functions f is
the following result of Andersson [4]: '

Theorem A. Let 1 :s p:S 00, lip + l/q = 1, and

1 1 d (x ) :~,
f( ) = --!::- ~';:

Z ,,-. , ,_c,

~, £. E Z -x ,
;f

where J.L is a finite positive Borel measure with support supp J.L = E C (-1, I} if

containing infinitely many points. Then there exists a best approximant hIS = k",p ..1~:
in M",p(G) to the function f in the space Lp(r), 1 ~ p ~ 00: i~.:"

!"
~",p=llf-h"llp,i:_i

!~i
such that: r:~

t:"
l'(i) all poles Xl,n, ...,x""' of h" in G are simple and belong to the smallest ~;;

interval K (E) containing the support E of J.L; ~~'
("

) liU -
i;f:'i

~",p = inf sup I r g(x)IB(x)f dJ.L(x)I; -"f
BeB'geA9 J E z;

(ill) there exists an extremal function g" in Hq(G) with Ilg/lllq = 1 so that I:

~",p = r g/l(x)B;(x) dJ.L(x) , iJ

JE jf!
;t, i

~.,, ;!
where , Ii!

" ~;
B,,(x) =

nI X -Xk,/l ; , (I.IS) ~ !;
k=l -Xk",X .jL

(iv) thefunctiongn ispositiveonC-I, 1) and without zeros in G. 1

::I

~I
Ei
~~ t
~~

~~

(1.17)dJJ.(x).

~

that Q" has a certain orthog-
est closed interval containing
°e special cases of the general
:orollary 2 and Lemma 3).
15 of the AAK theorem were
and Seyfert [10].

~~~

I

~
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As a consequence of Theorem A and the results of [20] we have

Corollary 2. Let 1 ~ P ~ 00. Then the following assertions hold:
..

(i)
.'."i' .

whi(

can,
now

-"

, 1

!
, i.

, "
, ,

.(i:::; = d"(A2q' L2 (J,L , E)) = d,,(A2q' L2(J,L, E)) = 8,,(A2q' L2(J,L, E))

1/2
= inf (SUP r I(BfP)(X)fdJ,L(X)) , (1.19).BeB. 'PeA..JE

where A2q is the restriction to E of the closed unit ball in H2q (G);
(ii) there erists Q" = Q",p e H2q(G), /lQ,,/l2q = 1, satisfJing on r the

equation

(Q~(f-h"))(~)d~=A,,.pIQ,,(~)I2qld'5l if l<p:5OO, (1.20)

and

(Q~(1 -h/!))(~) d~ = 1(1 -h,,)(~)1 'd~1 if p = 1;

(iii) furthennore, whe
L

bran

easy
and

",'-'

-;::',:;~~c,':~,;

Q" = rp"B",

where rp" E H2q(G) is positive on (-1,1) and rp" # 0 in G, and the
extremalfor the right-hand side of(1.19) is attainedforrp = rp", B = B".
In particulal;

(1.21)
V

equz
that

E

~

f..n,p = 1 Q~(x) d.u(x);

(iv) there is a constant C > 0 not depending on n such that

1Q,,(;)] ~ c,

; 

E r, (1.22)
and

~ eG.IfP,,(.;:)1 ?; C, (1.23)c r
i'

!:

:' .'. ';" .;;'C."::

rI.::.,,",, .~:';;"', ~,':. .

-.."' ::

;-,:~ cc;

Furt
anal

[28]
It

-saris
minj

~

-"- :,.

~

-;"-,;.

..~~::':_:~:.:':~';::;::.

~ .;

.;

~. ;
.;

1

Proof. The desired equalities (1.19) are an immediate consequence of the relation
(1.3) and the following assertion:

Let a' be a positive Borelmea.rure with support suppa' = E C (-1,1). Then

sup r Irp(x,)j2 da'(x) = sup r l(u~)(x)1 du(x)
rpEA1q J E. u.ueA1q J E

= sup r Ig(x)!~U(X)
leA., J E
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'Ie

ld:

Taking 0" = IBn)2 dJ.L now yields (1.19). To prove (1.24) it suffices to provide some
remarks.

FIrst, any function g e Aq can be represented in the form g = UV, where
u, v e A2q' --,

Second, there is the unique sol~E,on g e Aq of the extremal problem
(A2q' L2 (J.L, E))

(1.25)
(1.19)

H2q(G);
ifying on r the

which is positive at the origin (see [20]). Since g(Z) is also a solution of (1.25), we
can conclude that the extremal function g is real on (-1, 1). Taking into account
now that g :;f 0 in G (see [20]), we obtain that g is positive on (-1,1) and

sup [lg(x)1 dO'(x) = [g(x) dO'(x).
geA" J E .J EJ ~ co, (1.20)

Third, we can represent g in the fonn

g =X2,

where X = .;g E A2q.
Let fPn = .,;g; (cf. Theorem A(iii)) and let Qn = fPnBn' where we take that

branch of the square root that is positive on the positive part of the real line. It is
easy to see that rpn is positive on (-1, 1), rpn # 0 in G, IlfPn 1/2q = 1/ Qn 112q = 1,
and

in G, and the
= lpn, B = Bn-

(1.21)

(1.23) :---' '--

~iff;l;;ll;::",:,:-.::.;~~:
.'" -.-,.,.. ':.:

~ of the relation

(-1.1). Then

-~ ~~=:t;,1.!;

::~i~~
,: :':"C:~I~;;:;:.;.i':

:""~::.;::,,,

~".P = l Q~(x) df.L(x). (1.26)

We now show that in the case when 1 < p ~ 00, Q" and h" satisfy on r the

equation (1.20). The case p = 1 can be investigated analogously. We also remark
that it follows immediately from (1.19) that for p = 1 the function 'p" = 1.

By the Cauchy formula we get

~".P = 1 Q~(x) df.L(x)
E

= l (Q~(f -h,,))(~) d~ ~ IIQ"II~lIf -h"lIp = ~".p'

From this we obtain that almost everywhere on r:

(Q~(f -h,,)(~)) d~ = ~".pIQ,,(~)I2qld~l.
,

Further, since f isholomorphic on r, the function Q~U- hn) can ~ continued
analytically across r, and the relation (1.20) holds for all ~ E r (see, e.g., [22],
[28] for more details). '

It is a well-known fact (see, e.g., [18], [19]) that the extremal function of (1.19)
satisfies the inequality (1.22). From (1.22), on the basis of the principle of the
minimum of analytic functions, we get (1.23). 0

(1.24)

"' I';;,. i

~
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where we used the fact that 'Pit is real on (-1, 1). Using now the last formula we
can conclude that QIt (f -hlt)/ 'PZ-l can be extended analytically to C\£and has 11
zeros at the points l/xk,n, k = 1, ..., 11, belonging to £-1 and one zero at infinity.
From this we also obtain that 'PZ (~) can be extended analytically to C\£-1 and
(2.6) holds for all ~ E r.

The function
;.~

",-~:z, Q,,(! -h,,)

s~tion \~-e consid~r some-c torrnulas

romorphic approximant }fn'

lction rp~ \.":1[\ b~ ~~t~nd~d an:1lyticaiiy-
~ the unit cir\:l~ r. By this [~mm:l. we

Jnction Q,,(f -}fn)/tp~-I.
1 of th~ p4.Jw~r of tpn that is positive in

::;

~,,;,c,

~
::f
,~.

q-'-lW"'P,,

is holomorpbic on C\ E, and in a neighborhood of infuiity
can be ~~tended
t n.Foran

'I Q"C! -h,,)/I{J~-\
'points l/.\"t.". k =
,. (2.7)

: E C\E.

(2.1)

where the right-hand side is a series in increasing powers of 1/z.
Let Tn be an arbitrary polynomial of degree atmostn. Fix Z E C\K(E), where

K(E) is the smallest interval containing the support E. Let 'I be an arbitrary
contour lying in G and sUITOunding the interval K (E) and such that the point
z lies outside 'I. It will be assumed that 'I is positively oriented with respect to
a region containing infini~ Using now the fact that Tn Qn(f -hn)lwnfPZ-l is
holomorphic in the region C\ E, by the Cauchy fomlula, we obtain

)/cp~-I(.\")dJ'(.\")-
(x)(z -.\")

~(:l.:l)-Xk.n:

T"Q,,(! -hIt) (z) = 1
2-qrp~ (.~) J~~ :: E C\E. (2.3) W q-l

nrpn
Z-.t

cally to c\ £-1. and ,..afi:;fic'S the equa- =-
c:: I

-;

:;! !
6. fnqt::) 7

n.p"'n \"., ..~

re valid: ~~
,.-

for \I =Q.l n -1. (2.5) ,4
.'""-~

~

I:.::~~ :;-;:~

"(::~

I) and (1.18) th:lt :Ilmost e\-erywhere cni

l-':~' ,..~

I; E (:\£-1 (2.4) dfJ.(x)=-

r (T"Q,,(j -h,,»(~)d~
1;i ly W,,(~)<p~-l (~)(~ -z)-

1 r (T" Q"f)(~) d~
21ri ly w,,(~)<p~-l{~)(~ -~

1 1 1 r (T" Q,,)(~)d~
2;i E 1;i ly w,,(~)<p~-l(~)(~ -x) ('5 -z)

1 1 (T" Q,,)(x) d!J.(x)
2;i E ;;;,,(x)<p~-l (x){z -x)

So, we have

T"Qn(f -hn) (z) =
q-l

W"tp"

1 (T" Q,,)(x) dJJ.(x)
Z E C\E2:;i 1 Wn(X)~]-l(X)(Z -~)

.--

(1' 1q-1 q --rp" (;)-:- = ~~'?~B ( /: ) 'PII t: i;
z; .> 5

-;Xk./t
(1' 1

",01 -,-
.,.,i 1;, i;'

1 -

Letting Tn (Z) = W; (Z) = ffi=l (Z -Xk,n), we get
,

(B;fP;-q)(z)(f -hn)(z) = (BnQn(f -h~))(z)/fP~-l.(z)
.., 1

1 r (Bn Qn)/fP~- (x) dJ.L(x)

21ri } E z -x

1 r B;(x)fP;-q (x) dJ.L(x)

21ri } E

":.:.-:-=-:--

(2.~5
(:-:m

~~

Z E C\E.-
z-x-

-xc",

AllQII(f-hll) (z) = ~ +
q-l Z"

WII'PII
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Let (I) be the unit equilil

lpotential

From this, the fact that CPn is real on E, and with the help of (2.6), we get

..!.-1~CP;-q(X)d~ = A q(~ ) .2Jr E -1 -~x ",PCPn 5, ~~ -

Further, since in a neighb?rhood of infuiity

g~~~(z) = !!:... ...

~Er

where g(z..;-) = logl(l- ~
disk G with singularity at tb

There is a constant m S1

equilibrium property:

zn:;;i +q-l
W"rp"

for sufficiently large r > 0, we have

1 -;:" ~~f -h,,)(;:) d~ = 0;
1~1=r

\1=0,1,...,11-1
W,,(5)<P%-1(5) The following formula hold

and

2-q( )r 1/ * )CP1I x d ) 0-= lEx w,,{x j.L(x = ,

v = O,l,...,n-

r :::"Qn(x)dJ.L(x)
JE Wn(X)<p%-l(X) w;(x) where.c(E, r) is the capac

Iremark that the measure d(J)(2.8)
The last relations imply that the polynomial w:(z) = ffi=l (z -Xk,n) is the nth

orthogonal polynomial with respect to the measure CP;-q df.L/w;, 0
d4}(x) = ..j(x -a)(b -

where the constant k is cho~
3. Statements of Convergence Theorems

(cf. [45, Section II.S]).
Let dJL = 1{rd(z)+dJLs be

notes the Radon-Nikodym (
(z), and JLs is a singular me~
(3.1), we have

In this section and in what follows we assume that the support supp J.L of J.L is a
closed interval E = [a, b] and the measure J.L satisfies the Szego condition

1 log (dJ.Lldx)
d (3 1).x> -00, .

E .,)(x -a)(b -x)

where dJ.Lldx denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative of J.L with respect to Lebes-
gue measure. It will be assumed without loss of generality that E = [a, b] C (0, 1).
Let E-I = [lib, 1/a].

Let<tl: C\(EUE-I) -+- {r < Izi < Ilr}, <tI(I) = I, ~etheconforma1mapping
of the region C\ (E U E-1) onto the annulus with the inner radius r and the outer
radius Ilr. We mention that 1<tIi = r on E and r = e-I/C(E,r)..where C(E, r) is
the capacity of the condenser (E, r). We also point out the formula

{ JtK\

Let 9",(1{1) be the geome

f;}"

It follows from (33) that

~
1!Ii
:

1.
'I.,
.,

r = exp ( -2Ki

where
--~ In the asymptotic formuI
by the Szegofunction V",(z
This function was first intrc

(1) 'D",(z) is analytic 3lJ

fl dx-

K=Jo J(1-x2)(1--r2x2)'
2 ,

!" -,-

(1 -a2)(1 -b2)

and K' is the corresponding elliptic integral for,,' ..jT=-i2 (see, e.g., [1], [45]).'

~Ii
~:~
~::::1

;!

~
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) of (2.6), we get Let CL) be the unit equilibrium measure for E, corresponding to the Green's

potential

t:

.~-
,;.

.., .
.'

~ E f.
.

,:;:":.:=:'J V;'(z) = L g(z, ~) d{J)(~),

where g(z,~) = logl(l -fz)/(z -~)I is the Green's function of the open uclt
disk G with singularity at the point ~ E G.

There is a constant m such that the Green's potential Vg'" has the following
equilibrium property:

::;

:::
, ,:V'" = m on E.

g

1,. 

..,n -1,
The following foITnu1~ holds:

-~~

,'-
,
i:

1
-,m- C(E,r}

dJJ.(x) = 0,
where C(E, r) is the capacity of the condenser (E, r) (see [29], [45], [49]). We
remark that the measure dw can be represented in the form

1Z;1 (~ -Xk,n) is the nth

d.u./w;. 0 (3.2)
kdcu(x) = dx for x E [a, b],

..j(x -a)(b -x)(l -ax)(l -bx)

where the constant k is chosen so that dcu has unit mass, that is,

(1 -ab)k=
2K'

support sUPP.LL of.LL is a
e Szeg6 condition (cf. [45, Section II.S]).

Let d/1. = 1/Idw+d/1.s be the Riesz decomposition of /1., where 1/1 = d/1.jdw de-
notes the Radon-Nikodym derivative of /1. with respect to the equilibrium measure
w, and /1.s is a singular measure. Since the measure /1. satisfies the Szego condition
(3.1), we have

f"
;

.u. with respect to Lebes-
thatE = [a, b] C (0,1).

(3.3)
e the conformal mapping
ler radius r and the outer
~(E.r), where C(E, f) is
he formula

llOg t dw > -00.

Let gal (t) be the geometric mean of the function t with respect to w:

gal(t) = exp (lIOgtdW).
o.

"

.It follows from (3.3) that

gO/(1{r) > O. , (3.4)

-In the asymptotic formulas that we shall derive. an important role will be played
by the Szegofunction V",(z) of 1{r for the doubly connected domain C\(£ U £-1).
This function was first introduced in [32] and has the following properties:

(1) V",(z) is analytic and nonvanishing in C\(£ U £-1);

~I
::,;.-a2)(1 ...;.~)

(l-ab)2 '

:-:r-r (see, e.g., [1], [45]).
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I~~4~.: unifonnly on compacz

and

(2) the increment Ilr arg V", of the argument of V", along r is equal to 0;
(3) IV",(z)f = 1/I(z) almost everywhere on E; more precisely, the nontangen-

tiallimits of IV",(~)f as ~ approaches z E E equa11/1(z) almost every-
where" ..,

(4) IV",(z)f = 9",(1/1) on r.
-

Since E is an interval [a, b] it is possible-r.o"give the following integral repre-
sentation for V",(z) (cf. [li]): '

--

unifo~y on compacr

Concerning the as:
hll' that is, the points

(3.8):

.

t~~ r
[f?;:~:" r
.0_."
CO::
..

:.-

~-~::::

"-

D",(z) = J9:w exp ( ";~~)(z -b)(l : az)(l~

1 [ b log(1{r(x)/9",(1{r»

x~a :J(x-a)(b-x)(l-ax)(l-~
1 -2xz +x2 )Xdx .(z-x)(l-xz) .

Denote by ~* the function maximizing the functional 9",CI~12) in the class
(~: ~ E H2q(G), /I~/I2q = I}:

9",CI~*r) =

where 8~ denotes the 1
holds under much we
erywhere on E = [a,
Gonchar and Rakhma

Finally, we mentic
interest (cf. [32], [38}

sup g",(lcp!1. (3.5)
tpEH2q(G), !ltpll2q=l

.! !
: :::" ~;

:;{f:! E":
'""
;;" ,.

;i:c

Coronary 5. Let .LL

where [a, b] C (-1,
there exists a sequen(
that

-
2

*( k1 G~ Z) = ~111 --". ,,' z e ,
~ (1- az)(1 -bz)

where k1 = ~. Here and in what follows we take that branch of the 2qth
root that is positive on the positive part of the real line. We remark that then ~* is
positive on E.

We formulate a theorem characterizing the rate of convergence to zero of the
best meromorphic approximation errors ~n.p and the limiting behavior of the
functions En, ~n, and ~: . The next assertion

:1
.i

.",..:1
;': Theorem 6.

2(~~J(z)r2n
i<l>2n(z)

2 2B"~,,d *
d-Jl.~ Cl)

A",p
Furthermore, in this case,

!'as n -+ 00. , (3.7)

~...1~ t .~
" ; i!.
,"'-_. .;--

;~:Jj':.~~];::..i (B..D",D(tpO)2)(Z) ~~. ([:::1 ";£"(Z)~g",(rp*)~l

~::~ ~:-!::~;,' ;: '
;~:.: .
...

;~~~

(3.8) where both'limits as 7:

--i!
.21

Theorem 4. We have, for 1 ~ p ~ 00:



~
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~v

.
4. The Extremal Function for (35) =

tpeH1q«In this section we assume that 1 < p ~ 00.. Let us consider the following extremal

problem: -.

~

=
IpEH14«(Q",(lfPr)

.0,

:;:: :

;..-;

15 =

.~

sup
9'EH14(G). R9'R2q=l

To see that cp. sa
continuous on the c1
number. Denote by t

The function rp. lies

: :,':

l~~j r
~;~.::;,.-".- ,
ft:."".
::,;'c:
~~:::::;:

=1+2E-

It is not hard to see

g",(I'Per) = e:

Lemma 7. Let 1 < P ~ oo.,There is a uniquely determined function ~'" (up to
unimodular scalar multiples) which attains the value o. Thefunction (~,")q can be
extended analytically to C\£-1 and can be found from the formula

kq
(~,")q(z):= 111 __~/l 1.-\ ' .(4.2)

",.(1 -az)(1 -LIZ)

where k1 = ~. Moreover, ~'" satisfies, on r, the equation

(dw)'" = 1~'"(.;-)I2qld.;-l. (4.3)

where (dw)'" is the balayage of the measure dw on r.

Proof. By the Cauchy formula

~(x)=~ {~~,
2Jrz Jr ~ -x

Since 1I~112q = 1, it follows from the last formula that

By the formula (4.L
sufficiently small v:

x eE.

...
!,
:

,:" :'-
~;J;i~~i'-.
~~..~::::;
,~,-\'J;,,- c..
;""'" ..-

I ~!
:'" ~: i

x E E.C >0.I <p(x) I ~ c,

Letting G -0 for J'- .-,
,,- ." .

C;.

where C denotes a positive quantity not depending on n. From this we can conclude
that (; < 00.

A nomlal families argument shows that at least one solution cp* E H2q ( G),
IIcp.lI2q = 1, to (4.1) exists:

Next.assuming~

;:":::"
~:.. ~::
..'

~).~:'::~;'

:~.;:;~':'

8 = exp (2LIOgl~*(X)td(J)(X)

Moreover, ~* cannot vanish in G, since otherwise dividing by a suitable Blaschke
product would increase the value of the integral in (4.1). Let us write 8 in anotherform '

cti

which implies the

.,.. 0 =
~~.~~;:j;:r; -
~ "f

ft~rI* ;1.:1
'"'.. "

~:':,~:.

~;~:;;~~.;!~: !

~~

The characteristics of the solution to this extremal problem will be used in the
proof of Theorem 4.

.., "

i~: ~:;::.j c;
:::~:;r1' : "".-:,":,"" ;.

~r:":r:'.: ~.~

~.:.~::::;cs
,"' ...~
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sup (exp(2 r logl,,(x)1 d.,(X))/1I"11i.)"H,.(G) 1.11,,'" J E

IJ.(I,,!')sup -,-.,H,~(G)".""" 11"11"

=
the following extremal

(4.4)=

To see that rp- satisfies (4.3), let u be any harmonic function on G which is
continuous on the closed unit disk G and let ebe a small positive or negative
number. Denote by v the harmonic conjugate of u and

Cl}(X) ) ) .(4.1)

rem will be used in the
tp& = tp* e&(u+iv)

The function rpe lies in H2q (G) for each real e and
inedfunction cp* (up to

efunction (cp*)q can be
~ formula

(4.2) = 1 + 2E l uC.;)lcp*C.;)I2q Id.; I + oCe) as e -:,. O. (4.5)

'ion It is not hard to see that

(4.3)

= 0 (I + 2i 1 u(x) d{z)(x) ) + o(s) as s ~ O. (4.6)

By the formula (4.4), we can conclude, with the help of (4.5) and (4.6), that for
sufficiently small values of s:

0(1 + 28! E U(X) d(J)(x)) + 0(8)
<01+2s!ru(;)\<p-(;)I2qld;I+0(8) -. (4.7)

m this we can conclude
Letting e-+-O for positive values of e, we obtain the inequality

.)lution rp* E H2q(G),

by a suitable Blaschke
~t us write 0 in another

which implies the equality

'.q) d(J)(x) ) 1uCX) dw{x) = [ uCs:)I<p*Cs:)IZqlds:l.
E Jr

'" ' ."- _:".~-:.cc.. ."-::'.-:c.~::~~,.-,..:..~~r:...::-:: ".'

--

"-.r

JE JI

Next, assuming that in (4.7) e is a negative number, we get
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and

k

2)11=== ~
Therefore, since q;* does not

"
.: !

, -
\:
:t: ;

~: iII
;,
~r
'-i
~~.
t:.,,., .
if;;,

'P*(~) =

Since u is an arbitrary harmonic function onG and continuous on G, we can write

(dw)* = Irp*(~)I2qld~l,

where (dw)* is the balayagC of the measure dw on r (see, e.g., [45]).
We now prove that (rp*)q is given by formula (4.2).
The balayage of dw on r is given (see [45, Section ll.4]) by

( 1 1 1 X2 )(dw)*(li) = --~ dw(x) Idlil. (4.8)
27r E lli -xl -

where k1 = Vk72- MoreoVt

Remark. In connection w:
to obtain in terms of geomet
We have

Then, using (4.3), we can write

1 r I-x2
~ JE Ti~d"'(x) = Irp*(~)I2q, ~ e r.

By the relation

~",p ?:; r2nl-x2 sup
"eH2q(G}. Rlpn

~I~ -xj2 = ~ -~~ for I~j = 1,

and the fonnula (3.2) for the equilibrium measure, we get

1 { ( ~ ~ ) k
~JE f=-; -~-=v; ../(x -a)(b-x)(l-ax)(l-bx)dx

=1<p.(~)I2q, ~Er.
It follows from this that

k~ { 1. 1
~ JE f=-;-:j(x -a)(b -x)(l -~)(l- bx) dx

k.;-{ 1 1
-~ JE f=-ij; "J(x -a)(b:: x)(l- ax)(l -bx) dx

= Icp.(~)I2q, ~ E r. (4.9)

With help of the substitution x -+- 1/ x we can rewrite the last equation in the
fonn

x E E,

In fact, according to Corolla

j!:-J .

By the inequality between d

Since

I
I

.: ;1
;'j
~.:;:;

11::1.
1f'
\'
1::.

':i:
!f :

" I ''., .
I I

ii.j
.;

1~:'"
,

:.
[, '

5. Proof of Theorem 4

5.1. Auxiliary Results

Let IIi: C\E -+ {z: Izi >
the exterior of the unit dis~
that

k.;c [ 1 1
~ JE "f-=-;-:;(X ~ ~)(b -x)(l- ax)(l -bx) dx

-~ [ ~ Idx
2Jr J E-I .;c -x ..j(X -a)(b -x)(l -ax)(l- bx)

= l<p(.;c) 12q , .;cEr.

From this, on the basis of the Cauchy formula, we get

~-~ 1 = 1<p*(.;c)I2q, .;c E r,
2 ..j(.;c -a)(b -.;c)(l- a.;c)(l ~ b.;c) We mention that I iii I = 1 01

,

from (4.11) we get (4.10). In
twice as large as we have or
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Denote by WI theuDit equilibrium measure forE, corresponding to the loga-
rithmic potential

5.2. The Rate of L..,

~1~"...,-" "

;i',",:;'t:;;":

IIi this subsection-'

meromorphic appr(
use the method basf

polynomials with v
Let

J VflJ1(z)= r log~d(J)l(~).
J E I~ -zl

There is a constant (the Robin constant) y such that the logarithmic potential
V"'I has the equilibrium property

'. .

~~~,:..1
:-~:.':;;:
:,-,.."
:~:::: .

811=l
Since the polyn

thogonal polynomi
from below (see (1
of the results of To

V"'l =y onE.

The following formula is valid:

C{E) = e-Y,

where C(E) = (b -a)/4 is the logarithmic capacity of the closed interval E (see

[29], [45], [49]). The measure dCIJl can be represented in the form

-
2C.1

dxdWl (x) = ;; ..;(~ =a)(b -x) for x E [a,b]. (5,1)
and

It is not hard to see that on E:

Jrk /;;";- *q
ddw(x) = Jr1 ---, r1', dWl (x) = Jrv2k(rp ) (x) WI (x).

V (1 -ax)(1 -bx)
(5.2)

;;'"_." uniformlyoncomI
remark that (5.5) f
from (5.5) togethe
totics follow from
[46] are given onl

our purpose one rr
the rp" form a nor:
can have a zero (
when the measurf
convergent and b(
tensions of TheoI
identifying formu
get (5.5) and (5.6
case of absolutel~
mentioned above
weak'" converges

!"
Let dJ1. = 1/1"1 dWt + dJ1.s,1 be the Riesz decomposition of J1., where 1/1"1 =

dJ1./dwl is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of J1. with respect to the equilibrium
measure Wt, and J1.s,1 is a singular measure.

Denote by 9"'1 (1/1"1) the geometric mean of the function 1/1"1 with respect to Wt:

g"'l ("'1) =exp (L log "'1 dW1

It follows from the Szeg6 condition (3.1) that

: ..

:;'-:'~',:~~!
: .,;, .

~~f;:
'.::: '.~ :; .I

gfl1t (1/11) > o. (5.3)

~

:'-
.,'--"~'...

.;".
;:... ,"

:;. :.

.\.

:: 1:
.'---4-.,. .I

r..

:\,.'j:" ,

Let D"'I (z) be the Szego junction of 1/11 for the domain C\E. This function
satisfies the following properties:

(1) D"'I (z) is analytic and nonvanishing in C\E;
(2) ID"'I (z)f = 1/11 (z) almost everywhere on E and D~I (00) = g~1 (to.

The following formula for D"'I (z) holds (see, e.g., [48]): ...

First we show1
~:

c._'..-.

,,: ~;'-.,..

dx
( 1 1 b log(1/I1 (X»

D",\(z)=exp "/(z-a)(z:-b)2;; a ../(x-a)(b-x) (z-x)

, ~

~. ., -

~~~~
:. C' .,; .
,.. '"
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:lg to the loga- 5.2. The Rate of Decrease of ~/I.pfar 1 < p :5 00

In this subsection we assume that 1 < p :5 00. To prove that the error in best

meromorphic approximation ~n,p satisfies the asymptotic formula (3.6) we will
use the method based on an investigation of Szeg6-type asymptotics for orthogonal

polynomials with varying weight functions (see [48], [46]).
Let

hmic potential

interval E (see

8,,9"'1 (w;)
.,-+ as 1Z~OO (5.5)2n 2-q r! ( .I. )2C(E) g&)I(~/I )':;3&)\ '1'1

(5.1)
and

(x). (5.2)

w~2(z)D21-q (Z)D~l (z)9"'1 (w;)~. -1 (5.6)

C(E)2n\{/2n(z)9"'1 (lp;-q)9"'1 (1/Il)D~; (z)

uniformly on compact subsets of C\ E as n -+- 00. For absolutely continuous ,u, we
remark that (5.5) follows essentially from Theorem 13.1 of [48] and (5.6) follows
from (5.5) together with Theorem 14.3 of [48]. For arbitrary,u, the desired asymp-
totics follow from [46] after suitable modification. More precisely, the results of
[46] are given only for the case when the orthogonality measure is d,u/lw;l. For

our purpose one must replace d,u by lp;-q d,u, which varies with n. However, since
the lp" form a normal family in G and, by (1.23), no limit function of this family
can have a zero on [a, b], it's enough to extend Theorem 1 of [46] to the case
when the measure is multiplied by a weight, varying with n, that is uniformly
convergent and bounded away from zero. This extension, which necessitates ex-
tensions of Theorem 3 and Proposition 2.48 of [46], is straightforward and, on
identifying formula (2.15) of [46] with the formula of Theorem 14.3 of [48], we
get (5.5) and (5.6) in the general case. Moreover (ct. [48, Theorem 14.1] for the
case of absolutely continuous ,u, and [46, Proposition 2.21] suitably extended as
mentioned above for the general case), the sequence of measures (B;lp;-q /8,,) d,u
weak" converges to dWl: ' ,

B2lp;-'l *
"d,u_dwl as n-oo.. (5.7)

.where 1/11 =
le equilibrium

respect to C/)l:

(5.3)

This function

'Jt ( 1/rJ

0"

First we show that

~Z(Z) -+- (~jq(z)

:~f~?~~

Since the polynomial wZ(z) = n1=l (z -Xk./1) satisfying (2.8) is the nth or-

thogonal polynomial with respect to the measure rp;-q dI.J./w;, and rp/l is bounded.
from below (see (1.23)) and above on E by constants not depending on n, by virtue
of the results of Totik [48, Sections 14 and 16] and Stahl [46]:
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We now est
, ,'" .

~~~~~,~
"::'::~:;:;;::,:" -;'

~~:{~~:;~~:";: where (dttJ)* i:
--

I(~.x)

~-
On

as n -+ 00,

and

1

;ffi

for.r E E. it f(
:i" .' !

,j, ;~
:~--~,'

'1( ) ( *)'1.,ff72 (5 9rp" z -+ rp = ~(l- az)(l -bzl .)

uniformly on compact subsets of (;\£-1 as n -+ 00. We note also that (5.9)

implies

cp,,{Z) -+ cp' (Z)
unifonnly on compact subsets of G as n -+ 00.

Set

2B;(Z)w;(Z)D2Z-.(z)D~I(Z)rp.mn (Z) = On \lf2n (Z) D2 z (Z)

w.
Similarly,(~ In\.: -: Ilf; C_~" -,. /1'---

.!~.',c,,
".c .: , ;"

:::...;:~.",;:,:.:t;"'~.t

Using (5.5) and (5.6), we can write

From this, bymn(Z) -+- 1 (5.11)

uniformly on compact subsets of C\E as n -+- 00.
Denote by gE(Z, a), a E C\E, the Green's function of C\E with a pole at a.

Since forz E C\E:

I w;(z) I -ex1I/2n(z)D~(z) -p

for lal > 1, ar

~kn(~

Now, !akin
the help of (5.1,oi-';-c- ~i. ; ~

.,..
,,;; .
"., ,. .:

'".,.- ..
'- .

~

we obtain that

~ IB;(Z)D~;-.(Z)D~l(Z)lexp (-2tgE(Z,l/Xk.n)) -+- 1

unifom11y on compact subsets of C\E as n -+- 00. In particular,

2kn(z) := log2-logon + log I Drp;-f (z)1 .'
,

11

+ log ID~I (z)1 -2 L gE(Z, l/Xk,lI) -+- 0
k=l

and, by (5.8):

.
:....

}'.
~ "'i-

"~.:~ i::
J,;;;:~. ,:~~::i'; :,

., .

:.':,." :~'.
:!:~;"~:',';;';:...:-"; -

:.:::L~::;"::;':'-;' .

uniformly on r as n -+ 00.

,;:;;~

2-
~<p%(~) .= -!.- r ~B;(x)<p" q(x)lo,,)d.u(x)
0" 21r JE 1 -;x

1 r dWl(X) 1
,- ,-+- Z; J E ~ = 21r -./(1 = a~)(1 -b~) as n -+- 00.

From this, since IIrp"lI1.q = 1 andllli ~(i- ax)(I- bx)lI1.q = Ilk! = ~,
we get
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10 this we use the formulas We now estimate the function k,,(z) for z E r. FIrSt, it is not hard to see that

mink,,(;):$ r k,,(;)(d{J))*(;) :$ maxk,,(;), (5.12)
fer Jr fer

where (d{J))* is the balayage of the measure--aw on r. Second. note that since

1 r f,.. _\1" to'\ 1
1(;, x) = 2; Jr v' (; -a)(; -b) (~ .:- x)I(1 -a;)(1 -b;')lld~1

1 r 1
= 2;i Jr (~ -x)../(1 -~a)(1 -~b) d;

1
= ../(1 -ax)(1- b~)' .

for x E E, it follows (see also (4.2), (4.3), and (5.4)) that

r loglD; (;)I(d{J))*(;) = r logID~I(~)llrp*(;)I2qld~1
Jr I Jr

= k rb 1og(1{I\(x)) Re(I(;,x))dx
J" .J(x -a)(b -x)

= log C]",(1{I\).

11":(It= as n ~ 00.
-b~)

JX'5112q = 1/ k1 = 7:!/27'f,

~,

= (5.9)
-bz)

). We note also that (5.9)

(5.1.3)

I (Z) Similarly,
(5.10)

[ logID2z-t(~)I(d(J))*(~) = logg(J)(cp;-q).
ir 'P.

From this, by the relation

(5.14)

(5.11)

of C\E with a pole at a.

l/Xk".) ) ,

Now, taking into account that k" (z) -+ 0 uniformly on r as n -+ 00, and with

the help of (5.9), we obtain that
l/xk,n) ) -+ 1

trticular,

/Xc",) -+ 0
Jr.J2k~,..P ::-+12g(jj«cp*)2-q)g(jj(1/Iur2n .

,-- ,--
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as n -+ 00. Consequently, on the basis of the relation
The Limiting Di.5.4.

j!..fikQ",«cp*)q)Q",(1{r) = Q",(1{rl)
Here and in what foIl
investigate the limitin!
:lsymptotics for Blascl

First we establish

(see (5.2)), we get

L\.n,p
-+-1

2g(i) «fP*)1 g(i) ( 1/1 )r2n
..-(5.15)

as n -+ 00.

It is easy to see that

5.3. The Case p B2'ff2!:!
A,

1

We prove that
From this, the fact th,

(5.16)

Since, for any function rp E H1q(G):
unifomlly on E as n

E

where
and with the help of (

(see [22, Chapter ll]), it follows from (1.19) that for 1 < P ~ 00:
We now prove (3

formula(l/2Jr)!/Qdn.! ~ dn.p ~ Cl/q dn.!

and

Since

Ivr=
and

Letting n -+ 00 and then p -+ 1, with the help of the relation ahnost everywhere (

lim l"! * 2 '. (11 I k/2 I ~) p-o-l ':fll)«<p ) )= q~ exp q E log (1- ax)(l -bx) dCIJ(x); = 1,

and

we obtain (5.16)
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5.4. The Limiting Distribution of Poles ofh"

:1/ru

(5.15) B 2(1I2 d.u .
d"""'-+0 ll)

~".P
as n -00.

It is easy to see that

B2 2d 8 B 2 2-q" CP" ,u ,,' J;;;"2k q " cp"= Jrv L.JCcp" d,u.
D.",p D.",pJr$ 8"

From this, the fact that

(5.16)

< p ~ 00:

---~~;r .J2k 'P % -;r.J2k ( 'p.) q
~n.p;rv2k

unifonnIy on E as n -00 (see (5.8) and (5.9)), and the fact that

B 2 2-q
n'Pn d .

d.u -(1)\ as n -00,
On

and with the help of (5.2), we get

B22dn'Pn .u ~ d(l) as n -00.

~n.p
We now prove (3.8). The functions un, n = 1,2,..., are introduced by the

fonnula~",l

B;V~V~)ZUn = (f)2IIQ",(1ji)Q",((<p*)2).

Since"
g:<;p;"i)
~".lr2ng",(1/f) .

l'Dr = ga;(t/r) and Ivr = gw((rp*)1 on r

and ,
I~r = 1/1 and I~r = (tp.)2

,
almost everywhere on E, ~e obtain that for each nonnegative integer n:relation

Iu/ll = 1 on r~I dw(x) ) = 1,
and

Iulil ~ B;(rp*)21/r/r2ll1}",(1/r)I}",«rp*)1
(5.17)
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almost everywhere on £. We observe that the function Un is analytic in t,! f
£-1). We prove that Un -+ 1 uniformly on compact subsets of (;\(£ U !;:~! !;,
n -+ 00. Since Iun i = 1 on r, it is sufficient to show that Un -+ 1. uniform!\' ".
compact subsets of G\£ as n -+ 00. ' .

Set

t\. Proof of Theo:

1:.1;.. ;~r~~ments are 1:
I' -li/:.\\'herehn =

':':~
,c;;,;
.,

.;~~ ;";'- hn)(z) = - I" (1

A(."Cording to Th

---p;UJ;(Z) D~tp"f (z) D~ (z)
l:n(Z) = \I/2n(Z)D~z(z)r2ng",((~*)2)g",(t)..

We remark that the function vn(Z) is analytic in C\E and

Ivnl = B;(~*)2ti~2ng",((~*)2)g",(t)

uniformly on comp;

almost everywhere on E. Using the relation

D~I(Z) = Jr.J2kD~')f(Z)D~(z)

(see (5.2)) and the formula (5.10) for mn(Z), we can rewrite v,,(z) in the form

8n D~'f-f (z)
vn(Z) = mn(Z) .;.J2k2r~'g",«Ip*)2)g",(1/r). D2z-.(z) .

\0.

unifonnly on comp
111easures

Since
8

"-+1

7r ../iiC2rlll Q",((cp*):) Q", ( 1/1)

(see (5.8) and (5.15») and

as n~oo

we get

(f-hll)

"(v~~J
<t>2n (Z

.
!P,! -+- !P

uniformly on E as 11 -+- 00, from the last equality together with (5.11), we obtain
that

v,,(z) -'I- 1 (5.18)

uniformly on compact subsets of C\E as n -'I- 00.
Let us consider the function Un/un. This function is analytic in C\(£ U £-1),

Un/Vn? OinC\(EU£-I),lun/Vnl = 1almosteverywhereon£,andlun/vnl-+-c 1
uniformly on r as n -'I- 00. From this, the fact that {Un/Vn}~1 and {Un/Un}::!
form normal families in G, and the fact that (un/vn)(x) > 0 for x E (b, 1), we get

uniformly an camp
IWe have

and

u"/v,, -+ 1
dcu{x) = ~ I

uniformly on compact subsets of G\E as n -t 00. Therefore, by (5.18):
, .,

un(:) -+ 1 The constmts k anc(5.19)

uniformly on compact subsets of G\E as n ~ 00. It remains to remark that the
relation (3.8) follows directly from (5. 19). 0;~

;J

[
'i
~

i

+'-'
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We now compute the expression on the right-hand side of the relation (6.3). We
obtain

[5] G. A. Bai
Vol. 59, (

.[6] L. Baratc
motivatic

(N. Papa
pp.45-7!

[7] L. Bararc
to solve:

[8] L.Baratc

functions
[9] L. Baratc

I3Iional a

[10] L. Baratc
[11] L. Baratc

proximaD
[12] L. Baratc

mants of
103-138.

[13] L. Baratc:

integrals:
[14] W. Barret

J.lnsr.M, i

[15] D. B~
Consrr. AJ

[16] R. W. B~

Optim. 14
[17] J. C. Doy

York, 199
[18] S. D. Fish

(1980),7f
[19] S. D. Fish
[20] S. D. FISh

347-356.
[21] B. Francis

Vol. 88, S~
[22] J. B. Garn

[23] K. Glover
L ~ -elTOr

[24] A. A. Gar
105 (147)

[25] A. A. Gon
Mar. Sb.l

[26] A. A. Gon

cxtremalr
(1986).

[27] E. J. Hann

[28] P. Koosis,
[29] N. S. Lanc

Springer-'
[30] c. Le Mer

algebra, BI

[31] c. Le Mer,
(1991),51: ..

II,
1 1 (If(fP*)Q) (x) dw(x)

1ri(fP*)2-Q(Z) E Z-X
I ((1 -az)(1 -bZ))(2-Q)/2q
-
-1rik~-q

~~:f;:~~.::~:

~;~:l~~~~;;;;:;;:;

,r~-'.~

" .,' .

;~i?i;;::;;,:'::'~

~~~~';~:;1:':~:;.. ,

i k..j(l -ax)(l -bx) dx
x -

E ..j(x -a)(b = x)(l- ax)(l -bx)ki (z -x)

2«1 -az)(l -bZ))(2-q}/2q [ dx
= Jri (k/2)(1-q}/q J E ..j(X -a)(b -x)(z -x) .

By the Cauchy formula. the last integral is equal to

Jr .
..j(z -a)(z -b)

;';;;'. ..,' So, we get

(I-q)/q-+- ~ (1 -az)(l -bzl ( 1 -az)(l -bz)

i (z -a)(z -b) k/2

Cf -..
(6.4)2 L .,

('V-IrD(tp.)1)(z)r-'"

..,
~,

<t>2n(z)

unifonnly on compact subsets of G\E as n -+ 00. The relation (3.12) follows

immediately from (6.4).
As above, using (2.3), (6.1), and (6.2), we get (3.13). 0
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